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Abstract

In this paper we study the effectiveness
of combining corpus-level (global) tag-topic
models and target document set level local
models for multi-document summarization.
Recently tag-topic models that exploit both
word level annotation (e.g. named entity type)
and/or document level metadata (e.g. words
related to topic categories) have been pro-
posed to model documents tagged from two
different perspectives. We augment such mod-
els with an informative prior over document
level latent topic proportions and conduct ex-
tensive experiments on multi-document sum-
marization of newswire articles within the
TAC 2010 and 2011 datasets. We train tag-
topic models on the entire set of documents
without knowledge of any document rele-
vancy and fit each sentence of the documents
in the relevant document set to the models.
Combining the model likelihoods of these sen-
tences and their similarities to bag-of-words
derived from key terms in the relevant doc-
ument set resulted in summaries that signif-
icantly outperformed robust baselines. By
augmenting this model with local Rhetorical
Structure trees of these sentences, we are able
to select the salient spans of the sentences
which are used to generate bulleted list sum-
maries. We empirically show that the stan-
dard ROUGE SU4 scores of such summaries
are comparable to those obtained from human
generated counterparts.

1 Introduction
Guided multidocument summarization is the task of
generating a summary of a collection of documents

as an answer to an information need of a user. In
the TAC 2010 and 2011 guided summarization tasks,
these basic information needs are commonly ex-
pressed as very short query title strings together with
an unified information model of categories and as-
pects which all summaries are expected to cover. In
general, solutions for automatic text summarization
is approached as a combination of several factors:
the importance of sentences (which can be estimated
from how often they are paraphrased across the col-
lection), the redundancy between sentences (so as
not to generate redundant summaries), and the read-
ability of the produced summary. Because of its sim-
plicity, most summarization systems currently used
are extractive, i.e. they compose the output summary
by combining sentences extracted from the original
documents, which are sometimes modified through
sentence rewriting or compression. However, ex-
periments on human extractive summarization (Gen-
est, 2010) show that even the best content-selection
mechanism (e.g., a human summarizer) that is lim-
ited to pasting together sentences cannot achieve the
same quality as fully manual summaries. The anal-
ysis of the rhetorical structure of texts has shown
promise in the past for text summarization (Marcu,
1999) so we believe this direction should be further
explored.

Current state of the art extractive query-focused
summarization systems like CLASSY (Conroy,
2010) use similar techniques. Regarding sen-
tence scoring, a very important aspect of all query-
focused summarization systems is to model the im-
portance of words in the sentences conditioned on
the user’s information need. Many systems, includ-



ing CLASSY, derive a lexicon that best represents
the the categorical concepts through the use of ex-
ternal sources like the internet. However, it was re-
cently noted in (Conroy, 2010) that such lexicons
may lower summarization performance due to topic
drift. We show in this paper how simple models that
are local to the docsets can be used to derive such
lexicon automatically from the data at hand. We
find that such automatically derived lexicon is very
appropriate for categorizing documents in the TAC
categories, and for summarizing the documents ac-
cording to the guided summarization task definition.

Alternatively, unsupervised topic models like
LDA(Blei, 2003) are very powerful data exploration
techniques which can summarize data in the form
of bag-of-word summaries where each bag holds se-
mantically related items. Recent extensions of LDA-
based models that use more structure in the repre-
sentation of documents have also been proposed for
generating more coherent and less redundant sum-
maries, such as those in (Asli, 2011; Aria, 2009;
Daume, 2006). These models use the collection
and target document-specific distributions in order
to distinguish between the general and specific top-
ics in documents. In the context of summarization,
this distinction is very similar to identifying signa-
ture terms(Lin, 2000) at multiple granularities in a
corpus driven manner and weight sentences accord-
ingly for inclusion into summaries. Since many
of these signature terms happen to be Named En-
tities, it is often useful to use supervised methods
to identify them and influence the topic modeling
process instead. In this paper, one of the main rea-
sons to choose multi-modal tag topic models(Das,
2011) was their ability to handle the word level an-
notations. The aspects of the categories concerning
{Who, when, date, location} naturally ask for high-
lighting the text with Named Entities and that the
discovery of latent topics should also be influenced
by the presence of these entities.

In addition to the experiments already performed
during the main TAC2011 Guided Summarization
task competition in July 2011, we changed several
aspects of our system to improve the summarization
scores for the initial summarization task. Our re-
cent experiments have the following implications: 1)
We extend the class of topic models in (Das, 2011)
that we used initially with informative prior over

the document level topic proportions to drive bet-
ter topic generation, better topic-event classification
of documents and subsequent summarization. 2) We
show that fitting the extended tag-topic models to
sentences in target document sets produce better re-
sults for guided summarization. It is observed that
without the knowledge of any relevant docset struc-
ture for use by the tag-topic models during train-
ing, the summaries formed out of such sentences
easily parallel those from a very robust algebraic
baseline summarization system which uses features
based on the relevancy knowledge of documents.
We present an approach to apply these topic mod-
els in multi-document summarization by combin-
ing sentence likelihoods from the extended tag-topic
models with those from very granular yet simple
target document set specific local models to vastly
improve summarization performance. 3) Finally,
we use sub-sentential spans automatically obtained
from rhetorical parsers that implement Rhetorical
Structure Theory(Mann, 1988) to create bulleted
summaries for better readability and including more
information in less space.

1.1 Motivation for Using Global Tag-Topic
Models and Local Sentential Models

Our hypothesis is that there are a number of finer
to coarser latent features in documents that can be
very useful for the task of summarization. These
include automatically discovered latent topic clus-
ters, dependencies within sentential words, coher-
ence structure, rhetorical structure, etc. and we
wanted a model that captures several of these things
and optimizes them jointly. Figure 1a shows two
sentences from a sample text concerning sleep depri-
vation. The light blue rectangular bubble on the right
contains words stylized in varying font sizes de-
pending on their frequencies in the text. As in (Das,
2011), this bag-of-words can be looked upon as a
document level perspective that provides a gist of the
document in terms of salient words appearing most
frequently. The frequency of words usually have
considerable impact on final summaries(Nenkova,
2006). The text itself can be structured in many
ways. In this example, each word either belongs to a
particular Named Entity class or not. Here we show
5 such classes with the corresponding phrases in the
text appropriately color coded and underlined. The
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(a) Word level and document level perspectives
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(b) Rhetorical Structure Tree of the second sen-
tence

Figure 1: An article on sleep deprivation showing two perspectives with some shallow and deep linguistic
structures

words not colored do not belong to any Named En-
tity class. The word “sleep” (connected by a dashed
arrow) in bold font and colored red appears as a
noun in the first and second sentences. To a reader
the word “sleep” represented as the triplet (sleep,
noun, noun) act as an important center of attention
that signifies an event rather than an entity. This
triple thus also helps strengthening the document
level perspective. In the triplet the first element is
the word that appears in both sentences, the second
one is the role of the word in the first sentence and
the third one — its role in the consecutive sentence.
The black arcs show extremely fine-grained syntac-
tic and semantic dependencies that exist between se-
lected words. In our case study, an important ob-
servation was that salient high frequency verbs (i.e.
verbs that do not fall into the category of standard
English stopwords) across documents relevant to an
information need identify the main events to a con-
siderable degree. Here we become aware that some-
thing is being discussed around the concept of “im-
pairment of sleep”. If verbs like “impair” or “de-
prive” occur frequently across the docset, then we
actually recover the query!

We observe that the central ideas in a document
are often conveyed in written English through syl-
logisms. These logical inference constructs often
lead to the propagation of certain important concepts
similar in spirit to “centers of utterances” in (Grosz,
1995). The propagation of these centers, be they
entities or otherwise, are a major contributor to the
high frequency of certain open-class words in doc-
uments. Intuitively summarization is best described
as an abstraction activity. Too much focus on intri-
cate details of inter-word dependencies in sentences

can lead to loss of context. In figure 1a, the WL
annotations by Named Entity classes lead to the cre-
ation of the word level perspective as in (Das, 2011).
Since the category labels of the manual topics indi-
cated some natural events, we were able to see how
much generalization power did the tag-topic models
possess vis-a-vis simple feature sets to classify doc-
uments as belonging to the right event classes.

RST literature (Mann, 1988; Marcu, 2000) lays
special emphasis on cue words or phrases which are
sentence level connectives like “because”, “never-
theless”, “that”, “but”, “in spite of”, parenthesis etc.
and certain punctuations that serve primarily to in-
dicate document structure or flow. In figure 1a, the
square-bracketed textual extents represent such sub-
sentential spans as recognized by cue words. RST
emphasizes the fact that certain shallow processing
of text in terms of analysis of cue phrases in com-
bination with well-constrained mathematical mod-
els can be used to create valid rhetorical structure
trees (RS-trees) of unconstrained natural language
text. Rhetorical parsing allows a piece of text to
be partitioned into non-overlapping segments called
spans and then using rigorous formulations (first-
order logic or otherwise) and training statistics to
build a binary tree of the text where the leaves from
left to right indicate elementary discourse units that
are related in strict rhetorical sense. Any internal
node signifies a relationship between its children
i.e. the text extents only covered by the children.
The spans of the text, as broken by identification of
the cue phrases, are of two types - text spans that
consume subsidiary information are called satellites
and all others are called nuclei. All satellites are
related to its corresponding nucleus through some



valid rhetorical relation. Figure 1b shows the RS-
tree of the second sentence in fig. 1a. The par-
ent for spans 1 and 2 becomes a nucleus signify-
ing that span 2 is more important. The root indi-
cates that both spans 2 and 3 are jointly important
and that they are related through the rhetorical re-
lation of “Joint”. In our paper, the RS trees of the
sentences had been generated using the techniques
used in (Soricut, 2003). We have slightly modified
the accompanying software for (Soricut, 2003)1, to
incorporate minor modifications and bug fixes. The
rhetorical relations that hold between different spans
of text are the same as those used in (Soricut, 2003).
We consider only the following relations to be use-
ful for our purposes: {Background, Cause, Cause-
Result, Comparison, Consequence, Contrast, Expla-
nation and Temporal} to locally emphasize the as-
pects of the topic-categories that are more subtle
and cannot be handled by Named Entity annotation.
The words in the satellites corresponding the these
rhetorical relationship classes are not used in any
further WL annotation to be used in the tag-topic
models but rather used in the local models as a cri-
teria for inclusion into summary sentences. In fig.
1b, we can think of spans 2 and 3 as good sum-
mary spans from the second sentence because of a
global or background topic focus, presence of topi-
cally salient numeric entities, relevance to the query
and the importance of the spans. We are thus moti-
vated to use both background topic models that look
at the corpus as a whole and local docset and senten-
tial models for the guided summarization problem.

2 The TagLDA and Tag2LDA Models
In this section we augment the TagLDA model(Zhu,
2006) and the multimodal tag-topic models in (Das,
2011) with an asymmetric topic proportion prior.
We use the procedure described in (Blei, 2003) and
the references therein. The use of this prior was
also motivated by the work in (Wallach, 2009). In
other words we optimize the K dimensional α in
figure 2 such that each dimension is treated differ-
ently. We rename the multi-modal METag2LDA
model and the correspondence corrMETag2LDA
models in (Das, 2011) as MPTag2LDA model and
corrMPTag2LDA models respectively. We do so
since the word generation probabilities are simply

1http://www.isi.edu/licensed-sw/spade/

obtained by the product of two distributions - β:
the marginal topic-word distributions and π: the
marginal WL tag-word distributions. The “M” and
“P” stands for Multinomial (as in (Das, 2011)) and
Product respectively. The MP Tag2LDA model is
shown in Fig. 2b and the corrMPTag2LDA is shown
in Fig. 2c. For a full generative story of these mod-
els, we refer the reader to (Das, 2011).
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Figure 2: Graphical model representations of the
tag-topic models used in modeling the corpus

To create the DL perspective from plain text doc-
uments to be used in the tag-topic models we used
the top 5 most frequent non-stopwords in each doc-
ument. All tokens were lemmatized prior to any us-
age. We also added top tf-idf terms per document
until there were 20 such tokens at the document
level. Following the example of the word “sleep” in
fig. 1a, the same lemmatized words in consecutive
sentences were extended with the the part-of-speech
tag or the syntactic dependency labels (e.g. a triplet
like (arrest, subject, noun)). These also became part
of the DL perspective. This is similar in spirit as
(Barzilay, 2005) but not restricted to Named Entities
only. In this paper we refer to such a triplet as coher-
ence marker. It was quite surprising to find that the
intersection size between the 5 most frequent words
and the set of all the first elements of such coher-
ence markers is 3.5 on average per document even
without co-reference resolution. This is a pretty
good testament to the fact that the co-occurrence
pattern in English text actually follows from coher-
ence properties within textual units. We used Named
Entity annotation classes as word level tags and a
“Normal Word” tag for all other words. All entities
were automatically recognized as {Number, Loca-



tion, Misc, Organization, Person} using the Stanford
CoreNLP parser and tagger2. The Date and other
numeric categories were included within the Num-
ber category. These tags weren’t always completely
orthogonal to each other and sometimes, though not
often, the same lexical string appeared in different
NE classes - particularly the Misc class. Also for the
triplets, the second and the third elements can only
belong to one of the following syntactic or semantic
labels: {subject, object, noun, verb, adjective, ad-
verb, other}

A thorough description of the base models, opti-
mized using the Variational Bayesian framework can
be found in (Das, 2011) and is not repeated here for
brevity. For optimizing α, we resort to the formula-
tions given in (Blei, 2003). The derivative w.r.t. αi
depends on αj and thus we can resort to Newton’s
iterative method to find out the maximal α using the
gradient and Hessian vector and matrix respectively
as in (Blei, 2003). Ψ′ is the trigamma function.

∂L[α]
∂αi

= M

−Ψ(αi) + Ψ(

K∑
j=1

αj)


+

M∑
d=1

(Ψ(γd,i)−Ψ(

K∑
j=1

γd,j)))

∂L[α]
∂αiαj

= ∂(i, j)M

Ψ′(
K∑
j=1

αj)−Ψ′(αi)


γd is the parameter of the imposed variational

Dirichlet distribution over θd as in (Blei, 2003). L[α]
is the topic model objective function, that is used in
(Zhu, 2006) for TagLDA and in (Das, 2011) for the
Tag2LDA models, but constrained to the terms con-
taining the Dirichlet parameters over θ only. When
α is asymmetric, we optimize each component of α
independently. Newton Raphson fixed point itera-
tion based algorithms are used to optimize α.

Differences between MPTag2LDA and
corrMPTag2 LDA: corrMPTag2LDA is a strongly
constrained model – A topic’s influence over a
textual word is obtained by marginalizing out the
influences of the corresponding data on it in the
document. The more the corresponding data (DL
tags) in a document is about a topic the more likely

2http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.
shtml

it is that the textual data in the document is also
about that topic. This assumption is majorly relaxed
in the MPTag2LDA model. In MPTag2LDA, the
relation between the DL tags (i.e. wns) and the
textual data (i.e. wms) are somewhat loose - overall
it is possible that two different topics in a document
can independently be responsible for the pattern of
co-occurrence of the (word, DLtag) ensembles. The
TagLDA model(Zhu, 2006) on the other hand does
not consider any DL perspective at all and is the
least complex of the three classes of the tag-topic
models. LDA(Blei, 2003) was not chosen in our
experiments due to the consideration of Named
Entity classes and the superior performance of
TagLDA over LDA in terms of perplexity.

2.1 Data Preparation for the Topic Models
While training, each document as a whole, with au-
tomatically annotated DL and WL perspectives, was
considered without any docset relevancy distinction.
While performing inference, we treat each sentence
in context. The context is for DL perspective an-
notation only. A sentence context consists of a cen-
tral sentence and either its immediate preceding sen-
tence or its immediate succeeding sentence or both
depending on the location of the central sentence in
the document. For each such central sentence and
its context we associate the DL and WL perspec-
tives using the word level annotation vocabulary and
the document level tag vocabulary obtained during
training. These contexts can be created immediately
after a document has been processed for input to the
train the models or at a later time for new target doc-
uments. Each central sentence during inference was
chosen only when at least an automatically detected
entity was found. Summary sentences for a docset
topic were chosen from among the central sentences
collected this way. All stopwords were removed and
all words or NE phrases appearing only once across
the corpus were removed also.

3 The Local Models
In this section we briefly describe the very simple
but extremely effective models local to each target
docset and each sentence in the target docset. The
most time-consuming part for computing the local
models was the natural language parsing of sen-
tences. However, all of these computations were
done offline as the documents were processed. Five



simple local models were considered for each doc-
set and sentences thereof to understand the discrim-
inatory power of the feature sets w.r.t. 5-fold cross-
validation accuracies of event category classification
of the newswire documents:
1) Collection of the top 20 words (Bag-tfidf) across
a docset using the tf × idf weights, where idf has
been calculated across the corpus.
2) Collection of the top 20 nouns (Bag-nn) which
are not proper nouns using tf×isf weights. The isf
(inverse sentence frequency) was calculated only for
sentences in the documents within the respective
docset.
3) Collection of a bag of 5 most frequent verbs
(Bag-vb) across all documents in a docset only us-
ing tf × isf weights.
4) Collection of the top 20 nouns (Bag-nn+vb)
which are not proper nouns and top 5 verbs using
tf × isf weights. The isf (inverse sentence fre-
quency) was calculated only for documents within
the respective docset.
5) Collection of top 10 words (Bag-docfreq) per
document in terms of frequency only.
The cut-off on the frequency counts were tuned
through manual inspection of the TAC2010A devel-
opment set. A full analysis on the implications aris-
ing out of an exhaustive enumeration of these num-
bers was not performed.

The sixth local model that was computed for each
sentence, independent of any docset structure, was
the set of RS-trees(Soricut, 2003). We followed the
work in (Marcu, 1999) to score each node of the RS-
trees using the propagation of the salient text spans
upward to the root of the tree. The spans i.e. the
leaves which were promoted up the RS-tree through
internal nodes received a score proportional to max-
imal heights of such nodes in the tree that contained
the promoted spans. In fig. 1b, span 1 only gets a
score of 1 while spans 2 and 3 get scores of 3. These
scores where then max normalized.

4 Summarization Experiments
4.1 Summarization Algorithms
In all our experiments we order the sentences (or
RST spans) in the descending order of the weights
assigned to them. All scores from individual models
were normalized between [0,1].

Sentence scoring strategies based on the topic

models: 1) The sentence weights used were the val-
ues of likelihoods from the TagLDA, MPTag2LDA,
corrMPTag2LDA models in section 2 corresponding
to each sentence fitted to the trained models (c.f. fig.
8a). 2) the weights were obtained by using the ex-
pression

∑
wq,m

log p(wq,m|zq,m,θs) where wq,m is
a word in the query title (average 2-3 words) that is
also in the indexed vocabulary, V ; s is the current
sentence whose perspective annotation depends on
context (c.f. fig. 8b). 3) Same as (2) except that the
summation is over all words in the sentence s that
are also in V (c.f. fig. 8c). The first type of weight-
ing has a purely probabilistic interpretation, but the
second and third follows from (Nenkova, 2006) and
is less intuitive probabilistically.

Sentence scoring strategies based on local mod-
els: For the non-RS-tree based models, if full sen-
tences were used then they were simply scored by
the treating the bag as a list and then using the cosine
similarity metric. When RS-tree spans were used to
generate sentences, we used the RS-tree span selec-
tion criteria only to generate bulleted lists.

RS-tree span selection criteria: For every span
in the RS-tree, its cosine similarity was calculated
using Bag-tfidf and query terms. The cut-off for
all cosine scores in RS-tree span similarity were
set to 0.15 for nuclei and 0.1 for selected satel-
lites (tuned through summarization performance on
TAC2010A dataset). To construct a sentence using
RS-tree spans this cut-off criteria was used for both
TAC 2010A and 2011A datasets. An appropriate
satellite was included if it was the first among the
spans or if the number of nuclei found is ≤ 2.

RS-tree scoring criteria: The main score of a span
used was the number of leaf nodes in the RS-tree
multiplied by the score of the leaf span as mentioned
in section 3. This score was also added to the score
cosine scores obtained in RS-tree span selection cri-
teria but respecting the cut-offs.

Redundancy was handled by adding new sen-
tences or RST spans that did not share 80% of
the unigrams or/and bigrams in the set summary
sentences previously added. We tried out the
MMR strategy of ordering sentences as s score
= similarity(q, si) - redundancy(si, sj) ∀ {i, j} ∈
{s in docset}, with q as the query and s being a
sentence, but it proved worse since the similarity and
redundancy scores were not homogeneous. In all



of our experiments we eliminated all sentences from
the summary having ≤ 10 tokens and ≥ 30 tokens.
Subjective sentence that started with a pronoun en-
closed in quotes were not considered. Sentence that
had more than 4 numbers - suggestive of a table row
or a list of results were eliminated too. These heuris-
tics applied to the sentences created from spans as
well.

4.2 Evaluation Settings
Due to the lack of resources for manual evaluation,
we only used ROUGE(Lin, 2003) as the automatic
summary evaluation toolkit. In this paper we report
only the ROUGE SU4 scores. The ROUGE S1 and
S2 scores are highly correlated to SU4. ROUGE
uses a Wilcoxon test to establish confidence inter-
vals. The tools that we used are the RST parser im-
plementation that was used in (Soricut, 2003), the
Stanford CoreNLP toolkit and in-house implemen-
tations of the extensions to the tag-topic models in
(Das, 2011).

Apart from the simple local models acting as
baselines, two other baselines were chosen. The
Baseline-naive simply returns all the leading sen-
tences (up to 100 words) in the most recent docu-
ments. The Centroid(Radev, 2000) baseline is out-
put of MEAD automatic summarizer3. A very com-
petitive peer system named CLASSY(Conroy, 2010)
was also chosen for comparison. Over the years at
the TAC summarization competitions, CLASSY had
been fine tuned based on training data from previ-
ous year’s. For TAC 2011A dataset, it also used
very finely crafted vocabulary reflecting the categor-
ical aspects of the information needs. The Topic-
Marks baseline was obtained from a recent commer-
cial summarization service4. Topicmarks summa-
rizes multiple documents by treating all documents
as one large document. It does not need any queries
and tries to generate key concepts as queries.

4.3 Results
In this section we compare and analyze the per-
formances of the different models in the light
of perplexity, event category classification cross-
validation accuracies and multi-document summa-
rization scores. unless otherwise mentioned, in all
figures the legends are read from left to right and

3http://www.summarization.com/mead/
4www.topicmarks.com

from top to bottom corresponding to the groups of
bars. In the legends of the figs. 10 and 11, the suffix
“FS” means that the summaries were extracted us-
ing full sentences and the “RST” suffix means that
the sentences were constructed out of salient RS-tree
spans.

Figure 3 shows the predictive power of the
simple local features for document event catego-
rization during cross- validation. As expected
the top 5 docset verbs did not have very high
discriminatory power but were not bad either.
On the other hand, Bag-nn+vb performed con-
sistently high for both datasets. Bag-tfidf also
performed remarkably well - which is mostly
due to the fact that in many cases, it included
words from Bag-nn+vb as well. Bag-tfidf was
not restricted to selecting non-Proper nouns only.
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Figure 3: 5-fold Cross-validation accuracies
of the local models (bags-of-key terms) on event
category classification of the TAC 2010A/2011A
documents. The legend is read from left to right
and from top to bottom corresponding to the bar
groups for each of the datasets.

The perfor-
mance of
Bag-docfreq
was also
encouraging
as it did not
depend on
any docset
structure at
the time of
collection
but restricted

to a docset as a feature set, shows good gen-
eralization power for event classification. The
cross-validation graphs in fig. 3 were obtained using
the LibSVM library5 for classification using Sup-
port Vector Machines. The predictive performance
of these simple features was also intuitive since
based on our working hypothesis: frequent nominal
mentions and verbs together gives a reader an idea
of the “aboutness” of the events unfolding in the
relevant documents - albeit in a bag of words form.

From the perplexity point of view, our extended
models with the asymmetric Dirichlet prior over
the document level topic proportions performs bet-
ter than the corresponding symmetric case for each
class of tag-topic models. The different types of tag-
topic models that we considered are TagLDA-As,
MPTag2LDA-As and corrMPTag2LDA-As where

5http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvm/
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Figure 4: Evidence Lower BOunds (ELBO)s of the tag-topic models on the TAC 1010A and 2011A datasets
in descending order: Lower is better. (Best viewed in color and magnification)

“As (Asymmetric)” means that the components of
α in the models in figure 2 can have different val-
ues as governed by the co-occurrence pattern of the
observations in the data.

From figure 4 we observe that although the corre-
spondence models show the least perplexity on the
training set, the TagLDA class of models show bet-
ter predictive perplexity to fitting the very short sen-
tence contexts as described in subsection 2.1. This
reflects the choice of the DL perspective on the as-
sumptions of the model. In our experiments, we ar-
tificially created the DL perspective out of frequent
words and coherence markers to reflect the approx-
imate attentional state that persists immediately af-
ter reading a document. At the document level this
indeed lowers perplexity but at the sentence level,
due to much lesser context to correspond to at the
word level, TagLDA performs better by eliminat-
ing the need for correspondence at all. Although
the MPTag2LDA performs the worst in terms of
perplexity to sentence context fitting, we will see
that the trend does not hold true for summarization
performance. The models with asymmetric α also
show lower perplexity than their symmetric counter-
parts.
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Figure 5: Event classification 5-fold cross-
validation accuracies on TAC2010A dataset us-
ing tag-topic model features for different number
of topics {60, 80, 100, 120} - Higher is better.

Contrary
to perplexity
performance
on training
set, the cor-
respondence
class of
tag-topic
models show
very poor
generalization power during 5-fold cross-validation
for document event classification. We believe

that the nature of the DL tagset and the strong
constraints on correspondence led to the poor
performance. However, it was also interesting
to observe that the TagLDA and MPTag2LDA
employing the symmetric priors also show similar
poor accuracies. MPTag2LDA is loosely con-
strained on the DL perspective and the TagLDA
does not consider that perspective at all. The best
performance comes for the latter two class of
models but employing an asymmetric prior over
the topic proportions with TagLDA-As performing
slightly better than MPTag2LDA-As and compa-
rable to that achieved by Bag-noun+verb for 120
topics. The event categorization cross-validation
graphs for the TAC2010A dataset is is similar to
that for the TAC2011A dataset and is shown in
fig. 5. Note that the features used here were the
γd,i − αd,i for each document d and each topic i.
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Figure 6: Event classification 5-fold cross-
validation accuracies on TAC2011A dataset us-
ing tag-topic model features for different number
of topics {60, 80, 100, 120} - Higher is better.

This in-
tuitively
makes sense
if we ob-
serve the
topics from
TagLDA-As
from table
1. Table 1
shows some
sample (hand selected) latent topics (the marginal
β from figs. 2a) learnt from the TAC2011A data
corresponding to the event categories. The first row
shows the conditioning of Topic 30 by the Named
Entities and Normal words that receive prominent
focus in the topic. The next four rows just shows
the marginal topics only. The last row showing
topic 32 highlights the use of the asymmetric prior.



k Normal Word Person Organization Location Misc Number
30

food company recall
product dog pet
safety die sell death
number cat owner
test kidney failure

Henderson Sundlof
Sarah Tuite Iams
Tuite Nelson
Paul Henderson
Burnton

Menu Foods FDA
Iams Food and
Drug Administration
Wal-Mart Safeway
Kroger PetSmart

China United States
Mexico U.S. Canada
chinese Arizona On-
tario Beijing Shang-
hai

Menu Foods
cat chinese pet
Tootsie canadian
north american
bernese room

Monday Friday
Saturday Wednes-
day Tuesday
Sunday Thursday
March 6

β30 : food company pet recall dog cat product kidney Menu Foods sell safety brand failure test eat death die supplier wheat poisoning

7 β7 : flood country Bangladesh river district northern water kill situation relief level government monsoon inundate rain northeastern

10 β10 : airport police attack car security incident level terminal building London close raise Glasgow british alert arrest Glasgow Airport

75 β75 : turtle endanger poach sea fisherman water egg species police jail group beach marine dead Sabah catch fishing fine protect Malaysia

0 β0 :Madoff investor money firm fund pay foundation invest son SEC charge jewish New York hedge business lose part electronic

32 β32 : the Associated Press Timberly Ross Colo. Coast Guard European Union kill Calif. WFP Monday Tuesday government accord country

Table 1: Latent topics from the TagLDA for the TAC2011A data for K = 80

Topic 32 (and many other similar topics) have
clustered words, like “the Associated Press, kill”,
that occurred frequently in many documents and
were not removed by stopword and low frequency
word removal. Words like these do have tendency
to distort the latent topic spaces. The asymmetric
α prior works by clustering frequently occurring
topic dominating words in a few topics and leaving
the other topics for data discrimination. This
phenomenon occurred much less with Tag2LDA
class of models because of the correspondences to
the particular nature of the DL tags we considered
and the intrusive topic dominating words were
assigned low probabilities. With the power of
superior event discrimination from the asymmetric
versions of the tag-topic models, we used only these
for multi-document summarization experiments.

Figure 8 shows the ROUGE SU4 scores of the
summaries obtained by weighting words from full
sentences obtained from the different tag-topic mod-
els for the TAC2011A dataset. The results for
the TAC2010A dataset as they are very similar
and are shown in fig. 7. The sentence in con-
text likelihoods gave best results for MPTag2LDA
achieving almost the same scores for 100 topics
for the weighting with query terms only. For the
second kind of weighting also, MPTag2LDA per-
forms as good as TagLDA at higher Ks due to si-
multaneous topical agreements with two perspec-
tives. In the third type of weighting, query drift-
ing is responsible for the lowering of the scores.
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Figure 9: ROUGE SU4 scores on TAC2010A
dataset for Local models - Higher is better.

The corre-
spondence
tag-topic
model
was not
perform-
ing well
mostly be-
cause the
correspon-
dences between the DL perspective and the words
were shared across different event categories - for
e.g., the DL tags containing lemmatized words like
“die” is easily associated with various entities and
concepts across “Attacks,” “Natural Disasters” and
“Heath” categories. However, all of them performed
statistically as well as the robust algebraic Centroid
algorithm. The number of topics did not show
much discrimination on the ROUGE SU4 scores.
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Figure 10: ROUGE SU4 scores on TAC2011A
dataset for Local models - Higher is better.

Figures
9 and 10
show the
power of
simple lo-
cal (mostly
vector-
space)
models
on the
summa-
rization performance over feature sets that show
high event categorization power. Performances on
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Figure 7: ROUGE SU4 scores for summaries obtained from purely from tag-topic models on the TAC
2010A dataset: Higher is better. (Best viewed in color and magnification)
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Figure 8: ROUGE SU4 scores for summaries obtained from purely from tag-topic models on the TAC
2011A dataset: Higher is better. (Best viewed in color and magnification)

the TAC2010A dataset is shown in fig. 9 and that on
the TAC2011A dataset is shown in fig. 10.

The summarization performance of the simple lo-
cal models show that in absence of a query, Bag-
noun+verb represents the information need quite
well provided there is a docset of relevant docu-
ments. It was very interesting to see the effect of
document relevancy on multi-document summariza-
tion based just on key verbs representing events. The
RST version of that is significantly better than Cen-
troid at 95% confidence. Even the RST- DocsetTfIdf
also performed very well using the RS-tree scoring
criteria.

Figure 11 shows the ROUGE SU4 scores of the
summaries from TAC 2010A and 2011A datasets us-
ing a combination of local and global tag-topic mod-
els. We observe a major boost in ROUGE scores
when a simple but intuitive additive fusion func-
tion was employed. We added the sentence likeli-
hoods and the cosines from the local vector space
model using Bag-noun+verb features. Even sum-
maries with full sentences for TAC2010A were as
good as the CLASSY system(Conroy, 2010). With
the bulleted list i.e. RS-tree span summaries our
system beats CLASSY on the TAC2010A dataset at
95% confidence. In TAC2011, the CLASSY sys-

tem was modified to use bigrams and more categor-
ical aspect specific vocabulary. Our system did not
use any hand crafted vocabulary for aspect match-
ing and is based on the intuitions of a reader’s be-
havior. Both CLASSY and our system performed
equally well and actually crossed the median human
score on TAC2011A ROUGE SU4 evaluation (only
the lowest the highest are shown in fig. 11). The
systems also beat the baseline models at 95% confi-
dence interval. A possible explanation for crossing
median human scores is that the assessors were free
to choose any vocabulary that had seemed fit rather
than using those occurring only in the input docu-
ments. In our experiments we found that the cumu-
lative probability mass weighting did not help in the
fusion of sentence scores from the local models. It
is possible that such fusions were competitive rather
than collaborative. A language independent version
of our system can be built using Bag-tfidf and us-
ing positional information at word level (or other
markup tags) and (optionally) a DL perspective as
well. The inequalities of the likelihood contribu-
tions of the tag-topic models (c.f fig. 8a) was com-
pensated by the relative ordering. However, given a
choice on multi-document summarization, it is bet-
ter to use TagLDA-As or MPTag2LDA-As based on
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this type of DL perspective. The event classification
power of the tag-topic models was a major indica-
tor of their summarization power when considering
sentence likelihoods alone.

The use of RS-tree spans using a thresholding cri-
teria allows us to use the spans as bulleted lists and
pack more information in less words. An exam-
ple summary using RS-tree spans is shown in table
2 for the “sleep deprivation” topic in TAC 2011A.
The summaries in 2 actually had low ROUGE scores
since it was much harder to assess which fact should
really be used in the summary. The choice of succes-
sive salient RS-tree spans also needs to be bettered
for readability purposes - the satellite “who slept for
the recommended seven hours or more a night. than”
was not included in the first bullet as it failed the
filtering criteria. We also noticed that varying the
number of topics simply permuted the order of sen-
tences.

5 Previous Experiments

In this section we highlight the key steps that we
used in our original submissions to the Guided and
Multilingual Summarization tasks. In our initial de-
sign, this step involved the local docset topic struc-
ture (i.e. the local set of relevant documents) for
weighting some terms. The main motivation to use
the docset topic structure was to incorporate as much
information into the background models as possible.
Note that in all the term vocabularies created for
datasets in English or otherwise, stop words were
identified and eliminated. This was done so that
firstly the statistical topics don’t get dominated by
stopwords and secondly, we don’t score sentences

over stopwords. As we have seen in earlier sections,
the problem with stopwords in topic modeling can
be addressed with an asymmetric topic proportion
prior. In the following subsections, we briefly go
over our initial system design and show the official
scores as a result of the shortcomings.

5.1 Creating DL Perspective for Guided
Summarization Task

The following list provides a gist of the steps which
were followed to process each docset initially.

• Collect all terms in a docset with their parts of
speech.

• Order terms by score following the usual
tf − idf convention but idf restricted only
to the docset. The score for a term is∑

t∈docset topic tft,d× idft,docset topic computed
over all d ∈ docset topic. The main intuition
behind this scoring was to find terms that had
a balance between being mentioned a number
of times in some documents but not all in the
documents of the docset topic.

• Collect all terms from the docset with verb as
their part-of-speech and their counts.

• Collect all triplets i.e. coherence markers as
in section 2. However all triplets that contain
verbs as both the second and third elements
were not considered. This was done since im-
portant verbs and their dependents are consid-
ered in the WL annotation.

We then created the DL tagset by iterating over
each document in the docset through the following
steps:



Model Summary Summary from MPTag2LDA-As (K=100)
using bulleted lists

Summary from MPTag2LDA-As (K=100)
using full sentences

[Research has found that sleep deprivation is
associated with serious health problems such
as depression, obesity, cardiovascular disease
and diabetes.] [Lack of sleep adversely af-
fects memory function and athletic perfor-
mance.] [Sleep disorders are common in
people 60 and over.] [Women’s health is
at much greater risk than men’s.] [Sleep-
deprived adolescents are more likely to use
alcohol and tobacco.] [Sleep-deprived chil-
dren can exhibit ADHD-like behavioral prob-
lems.] [Sleep medications are increasingly
prescribed for children, but their safety and
effectiveness are unknown.] [For adults, nap-
ping has rejuvenating effects and boosts alert-
ness, performance & productivity.]

• who slept less than or equal to 5 hours a
night were twice as likely to suffer from hy-
pertension than women
• children ages 3 to 5 years get 11-13 hours
of sleep per night ;
• A previous study on sleep deprivation
- less sleep resulted in impaired glucose
metabolism,(*)
• sleeping less than eight hours at night,
frequent nightmares and difficulty initiat-
ing sleep were significantly associated with
drinking.
• athletes often aren’t counseled on the value
of adequate sleep, to sleep deprivation,(*)
• A single night of sleep deprivation can limit
the consolidation of memory the next day,

[The study found that a sleep deficit built
up over just five nights can significantly im-
pair heart function.] [The study, published
in a recent issue of the American Journal
of Geriatric Psychiatry, spoke about the high
rate of sleep complaints among the patients.]
[Researchers found no difference between
men sleeping less than 5 hours and those
sleeping 7 hours or more.] [The results
showed that sleeping less than eight hours at
night, frequent nightmares and difficulty initi-
ating sleep were significantly associated with
drinking.] [Older folks nap, partly because
they don’t sleep as soundly at night.] [Sleep
is critical to preparing the brain to lay down
memories the next day.]

Table 2: 100-word Summaries for the harder information need on “Sleeping Deprivation” in TAC2011 dataset. Indi-
vidual sentences are square bracketed. A (*) indicates that the bullets came from the same document.

1. Processed non-stopwords only

2. Collected around top 20 terms that rely on cu-
mulative docset tft,d × idft,docset topic scoring
(per docset)

3. Collected triplets that do not contain both
first and second elements as verbs for e.g.
attacking→attack is fine because of the lemma-
tization (per document)

4. Collected terms that matched the top 20 tft,d×
idft,docset topic terms from a docset. (per docu-
ment)

5. Collected top 5 most frequent terms (per doc-
ument). This was done only if there were no
triplets or there were no words that matched the
top 20 docset specific important words. This
was done only for including short irrelevant
documents into the training index.

5.2 Creating DL Perspective for Multilingual
Summarization Task

The process of obtaining the document level per-
spective for the multilingual documents is very sim-
ilar to that for the Guided Summarization task doc-
uments. The steps are listed as follows:
• Sentence splitting was done using standard end

sentence markers and the unicode sentence de-
limiter character in Hindi documents.

• Collected stopwords by translating the stop-
words in English to the respective languages.

The translation was done using Google Trans-
late API service. Although we could have elim-
inated stopwords by looking at the corpus wide
(not docset wide) cumulative tf-idf statistics for
multilingual tokens, we chose not to do it.

• Collected terms (without any form of lemma-
tization but not stopwords) in a docset. We
do not use any part-of-speech tagger and hence
have no part of speech information. This is
done for even the English documents in the
multilingual task.

• Ordered terms by score following the usual
tf-idf convention but idf again restricted only
to the docset. The score for a term is again∑

t∈docset topic tft,d× idft,docset topic computed
over all d ∈ docset topic.

• Collected all terms that had been mentioned in
the contextual sentences without regard to their
part-of-speeches or dependency labels. So for
example, the word “earthquake” will be repre-
sented as “(earthquake, xx, xx)”. where “xx” is
a place-holder for an unknown part-of-speech
or dependency label. So if “earthquake” ap-
pears in the list of the docset specific top tf-idf
words, then the DL perspective will have both
the tags represented as “(earthquake, xx, xx)”
and “earthquake”.

We then created the DL tagset by iterating over
each document in the docset in the following steps:



1. Processed non-stopwords only

2. Collected around top 20 terms that rely on cu-
mulative docset tft,d × idft,docset topic scoring
(per docset)

3. Collected cross-sentence triplets but without
any form of lemmatization or stemming - for
the English documents also.

4. If a word matched the top 20 tft,d ×
idft,docset topic (per document) the term was
used as a DL perspective tag

5. Collected top 5 most frequent terms (per docu-
ment). This was collected only if there were no
triplets or there were no words that matched the
top 20 docset specific important words. This
was again done only for including short irrele-
vant documents into the training index.

We next focus on creating the word level annotations
to be used in the word level perspectives.

5.3 Creating WL Perspective for Guided
Summarization Task

The listed guidelines were followed for annotating
each word in every sentence. Note that in the guided
summarization task, named entities are treated as
phrases.

• We considered a set important depen-
dency relations {Nominal Subject, Pas-
sive Nominal Subject, Controlling Subject,
Direct Object, Indirect Object, Ob-
ject Of A Preposition, Relative} as obtained
by running the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit.

• Out of the top 10 non-stop word verbs in ev-
ery docset, we identified all children of those
verbs following the important dependency re-
lations. We also identified all parents of such
verbs following the important dependency re-
lations. The verbs together with governor par-
ents and dependent children were identified as
“subjective” words. Intuitively, the most fre-
quent verbs (which are not stop-words) col-
lected from a particular docset usually iden-
tifies the “what is happening” attribute of the
category of the document set. This is particu-
larly true of multiple news reports being gath-
ered into a pre-determined topic cluster.

• All Named Entities were automatically recog-
nized as {Date, Location, Misc, Organization,
Person} using the Stanford CoreNLP tagger.

• Words other than entities were annotated as
Normal Words. However, the subjective anno-
tation overrides all other WL annotations.

5.4 Creating WL Perspective for Multilingual
Summarization Task

Due to deliberately not keeping any syntactic or se-
mantic (e.g. named entity) annotation for the mul-
tilingual documents, we just annotated every word
in every document with a choice of 5 possible posi-
tions as WL annotation categories. We segregated
every document into 5 positional zones - {begin,
begin→middle, middle, middle→end, end} and the
words falling into those zones were annotated as
such. The intuitive idea is that if different zones
generate the same word, then that word is identified
more by its latent topical information rather than the
positional zones and vice-versa if otherwise.

5.5 Data Preparation for the Topic Models
The data preparation for our initial submissions was
done in the same way as mentioned in subsection
2.1. For the Guided Summarization task, each cen-
tral sentence during inference was chosen only when
at least an automatically detected entity was found.
For the Multilingual task, every sentence of length at
least 10 words was considered. We created a collec-
tion of such sentence contexts for every docset topic.
Summary sentences for a docset topic were chosen
from among the central sentences collected this way.

5.6 The Local Models
Here we briefly describe the models local to each
docset and each sentence in the docset. Note that, in
the recent modifications, we have vastly improved
upon the local models by using Rhetorical Struc-
ture trees that directly addresses the aspects of the
information needs not covered by Named Entity cat-
egories as well as data compaction. This is the part
that had not been properly optimized in our initial
experiments. Three local models were considered
for each docset and the sentences thereof to collect
the following information:
a) Collection of a bag of all nouns (Bag-nn) which

are not proper nouns from the DL perspective
(see subsection 5.1)



b) Collection of a bag of all verbs (Bag-vb) which
are not stopwords from the WL perspective (see
subsection 5.3)

c) Collection of the dependency parsing outputs for
each sentence in the docset. The output was pro-
duced using Stanford’s CoreNLP parser.

5.7 Query Dependent Scoring in the Guided
Summarization Task

Given a short query title, the following steps were
followed to accumulate scores from the global and
local models.

1. Sum of probability masses of the query words
only in the sentence. This is exactly same as
that mentioned in subsection 4.1. This score is
obtained using the background/global models.
This type of scoring is similar in spirit to that
used in Vanderwende et. al. (Vanderwende,
2007).

2. Cosine similarities of the query with sentences
w.r.t local sentential term frequencies.

3. Number of important verbs (see section 5.3) in
the sentence.

4. Dependency scoring for every sentence in a
docset w.r.t. every query term and sentence
term pair:

• Find the paths following dependency re-
lations from source (query term) to target
(sentence term). The source and the target
are interchanged if no paths are found.
• If there is one or more paths, then we do

the following: i) for each path calculate
the number of times words in the path, say
of length L, match Bag-nn, say N , and
also calculate the number of times words
in the path match Bag-vb, say V . ii) For
each path, we then update a score for the
sentence as (N/Lcumulative) × V , where
Lcumulative is the sum of the path lengths
L if there are more than one path found
in the dependency graph for the query
and sentence term pair. This is some-
thing which has not been tuned at all and
has been a primary cause in the failure of
the local model to provide sufficient boost
over the global model.

The dependency model was rejected in our
new version in favor of sentential RS-trees.

All central sentences in a docset topic were
scored in these ways from different models and an
Maximum Marginal Relevance (MMR)(Carbonell,
1998) based greedy algorithm was chosen to order
the sentences using the sentence-sentence similarity
matrices. The objective function to maximize
was scoreglobal+localmodels(query, sentencei) −
redundancy(sentencei, sentencej) ∀ {i, j} ∈
{sentence indexdocset topic}

For the “B” timeline, a cosine similarity between
the current sentence and the previous summary was
also factored into the MMR formulation. Also for
the “B” timeline summaries, the score w.r.t. the
query and the sentence did not involve any depen-
dency scoring or important verb coverage scoring.
This was done as part of tuning on the TAC2010
development set. Although MMR was employed,
since the scoring function involved real numbers as
outputs from several models, we added the check
that if any two sentences were 50% common in bi-
grams or unigrams (with bigram checking coming
first) then they were considered as duplicates. These
needed to be done since the scores were not normal-
ized and also the similarity to query and redundancy
between sentences in the MMR formulation were
not consistent.

Figure 12 shows the results of all the systems
that were submitted as official runs in the TAC
2011 guided summarization task competition. The
red markers in both figs. 12a and 12b, show the
scores obtained by our initial submissions (run ids
– 19 and 47) on different scoring criteria. The two
runs merely differed by query expansion based on
the local docset bags of nouns. Our initial scores
were statistically much less significant than that for
the human summaries as well as CLASSY(Conroy,
2010)(run id – 25) under all evaluation metrics.
The update task was minimally addressed and thus
mediocre scores were expected. Fig. 11, on the
other hand, shows that using our new modifications,
we have significantly outperformed our own official
submission for the Guided Summarization task on
initial summary generation.
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Figure 12: Different summarization score metrics for all systems officially submitted to the Guided Summarization
task for TAC 2011

5.8 Query Independent Scoring in the
Multilingual Task

We chose not to generate any query from the docsets
whatsoever. Instead, as described in section 5.5, we
inferred the likelihoods of the sentence contexts to
the corrMPTag2LDA model. The number of latent
topics was set to 30 since there were 10 docset topic
clusters. A single corrMPTag2LDA model was fit to
each language. Since likelihoods tend to be higher
for shorter sentences we only ordered those sen-
tences in the descending order of likelihoods which
have a cut-off length of 20 words. The summaries
generated involved minimum effort and no language
specific information other than the use of language
specific stopwords. This score does have a proba-
bilistic interpretation - similar to the ProductCF in
(Nenkova, 2006).

Although ROUGE scores put our system (run id
– 7) in the last place, the human scores do not do
so. This is in part due to the small number of topic
clusters used in the pilot MultiLingual Summariza-
tion task where the ROUGE scores do not corre-

late as well to the human evaluations(Dang, 2006).
Based on our new evaluations on the use of topic
models for document event discrimination, the use
of corrMPTag2LDA was not right in the hindsight.
This fact coupled with the usage of only a symmetric
Dirichlet topic proportion prior had indeed caused a
catastrophic decrease in ROUGE-SU4 scores.

Due to time constraints, we were not able to con-
duct a thorough set of experiments with our new
modifications on the update task as well as the multi-
lingual task. We plan to do that in the future. It will
be very interesting to see if local models from the
updated documents only are able to boost scores
as opposed to actually looking at the previous sum-
mary to avoid redundancy.

6 Conclusion
We have made significant progress in generating bet-
ter summaries from those that were submitted in the
official runs. In summary, we have shown that it is
possible to use unsupervised models that do latent
structure discovery of (word, annotation) ensembles
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Figure 13: ROUGE-SU4 Recall and Human Evaluation scores for all systems officially submitted to the Multilingual
Summarization task for TAC 2011. The failure of using sentence likelihoods from corrMPTag2LDA is apparent.

in text which is resilient to the occurrences of stop-
words. At the same time, the likelihoods of the lo-
cal contexts that are fit to the models together with
simple local models that capture relevancy in target
documents show impressive multidocument summa-
rization power. The use of RS-trees to generate
bulleted list summaries also shows promising result
within this framework. As a future work we want
to experiment with bigrams or dependency triples
as vocabulary units to see if those can further im-
prove the likelihoods from within the exploratory
models themselves. To address the issue of readabil-
ity involving coherence we would like to follow the
traveling salesman approach (Conroy, 2010) to order
summary sentences using both lexical similarity and
coherence indicators(Barzilay, 2005). We also plan
to test our method on other genres of text (for e.g.
scientific literature).
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